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Hi Hels, 
 
 
I was out shooting with my brother Pete and captured this photo.  
 
I've heard of self bows but using a tree takes it to the next level!! 
 
 
 
Cheers, 
 
Andy Smith 
 
 
 

 
 

Pictured: 
 

Pete Smith 
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Austrian Alps: 

Field adventure after COVID! 
 

by Neil Clarke. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Before the dark days of COVID, my wife and I had been planning another trip to Austria -     

a beautiful country with wonderful mountains AND easily accessible 3D Field Courses. 

 

After several cancellations, we finally arrived at Mayrhofen in August 22 and quickly                   
arranged our first 'excursion': up near the Hintertux Glacier. 

 

The hotel (Hintertuxerhof) owner greeted us warmly, whilst we assured 

him we are experienced archers without the need for training, but needing                      
to hire (basic Beginners’ Bows) equipment.  

 

Airline regulations seem to be just too complicated 
(and expensive) to consider taking your own - even if you can find                          

an airline which allows transportation! (Note to self - next time we're   

definitely driving... I missed my Longbow!) 

 
Once kitted up, we were shown the starting point, then allowed to just enjoy                                  

the   challenges. 

 

The course is quite short, but well laid out, with                               
a route with ups and downs and into a small area                               

of  woodland.  
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After several cancellations, we finally arrived at Mayrhofen in August 22 and quickly                   

him we are experienced archers without the need for training, but needing                      

Once kitted up, we were shown the starting point, then allowed to just enjoy                                  

After a very enjoyable shoot of a couple of hours -                            

and over a most welcome beer - "mein host" chatted                   
about his desire to develop the course further and                                  

attract more archers. We would certainly endorse both                     

aspirations - a fantastic setting and beautiful location just                 

crying out for a longer layout and more targets.                                    
Fingers  crossed  it’ll  happen  sooner  rather  than  later. 

 

A few days later, we travelled to one of the highest Archery courses in the                                         

Austrian Alps  - Hochfuegen (Berg Hotel): a course that had seen a local archer                        
"adopt it" during their lockdown. He had clearly enjoyed the opportunity to help                            

the  owner  develop  and  add  new  challenges  to  the  course! 

 

The course has twice as many targets as our first venture -                                           
but be aware that the route is also much more challenging: 

mountains have steep ups, downs and sideways and then              

some very steep ups, downs and sideways - and, on some shots, all apply at                                  
the same time! It’s always a part of the experience to work out where to put                                   

your  feet  so  that  you  can  shoot  and  stay  almost  upright! 

 

Again, we had to hire equipment - this t ime those simple                
plasticky "jelly bow" kind, which, labelled as 26#, proved a 

challenge in themselves when we ended up “clouting” to                

the longer shots! 

 
Once kitted up, we were shown the starting point,                       

then left to enjoy ourselves, following the well                               

signposted route up the mountainside, through woods, 

down the mountainside, then across to more open                   
woodland - with a wide variety of targets, shooting                              

positions,  obstacles,  lighting  conditions  et  cetera. 

 

Again, a very enthusiastic chat followed - with the very 
keen  archer  standing  us  a  beer -  where  we  talked about 
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Field archery in both countries and his wish to see,                                                                            

and shoot with, more Brits. His parting comments were:                   
“If any archer wants to visit for a shoot, let them                               

(Berg Hotel) know beforehand, and they’ll set up some                       

addit ional challenges, and arrange a ‘friendly’ competit ion”. 

 
All in all, a great holiday - we'd heartily recommend anyone looking for an                                        

Austrian adventure to try the Field courses there. Alternatively - anyone wanting to                

build  a  Field  Archery  holiday  around  these  hotels  could  do  no  worse!  

 
I guess that was the other reminder from our 'holiday':                  

f ield archery is a universal language and all archers                               

are happy to chat about their hobby and that                                         

"Oh,  so  close"  near-hit  up  the  mountain! 
 

Now we’re home in Shropshire - my better half (aka “the best archer in the family”!)                     

will be thinking about next year’s trips, whilst I will be full-steam ahead with our                             
very first ‘nationally advertised’ Totally Open 3D Field Shoot.  

 

Disappointed that we had to make choices between AGB                      

aff iliated archers OR NFAS members, we’ve taken the plunge,                 
arranged a separate Insurance to cover all archers - and so                     

will be welcoming any and all competent archers (sorry -                  

no crossbows) on the 24th September. Please add it to your                                                                      

diary - and feel free to contact me for further details. 
 

Thanks for taking the time to read this - I hope it’s given food for               

thought - hopefully,  we’ll  meet  in  the  Field  soon:  if  not  in Shropshire,  

perhaps  wider  afield. 

 
 

Neil Clarke 
 

theclarkes2013@outlook.com   
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Field archery in both countries and his wish to see,                                                                                                
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Scottish Field Archery AssociationScottish Field Archery AssociationScottish Field Archery Association   
Scottish Field Archery                          Scottish Field Archery                          Scottish Field Archery                          

ChampionshipChampionshipChampionship   
Report 2022Report 2022Report 2022   

 

by  
Ken Brill. 

 
 

 
The SFAA Field Archery Championship was held this year over the weekend of 27-28 August 

2022. Forest Spirit Archers (FSA) situated near Kirkaldy in Fife hosted the event on their               

fabulous 28 target course set in coniferous woodland near Cluny Clays. 

The weekend commenced with the Hunter round on the Saturday. The competitors were 

treated to near ideal conditions with almost no wind and an overcast start with the sun                 

coming out to play its tricks of light in the afternoon. The days shoot was well organised by 

Bob Tweedie the SFAA Tournament Director All the groups were back in for 4.30 ready to go 

for day 2 where the groups would be seeded based on the Day 1 scores and positions. 

The FSA is comparatively flat when held against contemporary courses in Scotland so they 

have been fiendishly inventive with the use of scaffold towers and wooden structures to                  

create some very “interesting shots to test the competitors. 

Day 2 started on time with the Field Round - there was another day’s competitive shooting, 

with places being gained and lost throughout the day. The groups were well-matched and                     

the competition was tense but the rivalry was (mostly) friendly. Once again the weather                  

was perfect and much the same as Saturday.  

The groups moved well and shooting was all done again by 4.30pm - there was even time for               

a brew and some banter before the medals were presented. 

A massive thank you to the organisers at Forest Spirit Archers and the SFAA Tournament 

admin team. 
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Scottish Field Archery                          Scottish Field Archery                          Scottish Field Archery                          

2022. Forest Spirit Archers (FSA) situated near Kirkaldy in Fife hosted the event on their               

treated to near ideal conditions with almost no wind and an overcast start with the sun                 

have been fiendishly inventive with the use of scaffold towers and wooden structures to                  
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“Busy practice area.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              “More practice to iron out   “Need a hand? One of the great chainsaw 

            those last minute gremlins!”           carvings that adorn the course.”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

        “Up in the trees for a walk up.” 

 

 
 

           “The Guillotine gives an uphill challenge.”  
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       “The Scaffold two shots here go up & down so 

there are some strict control measures!” 

 

The Results, as well as more photos can be viewed on the SFAA Website, 

view photos at  https://www.sfaa-ltd.com/gallery 
 

 

SFAA: the Home of Field Archery in Scotland 

https://www.sfaa-ltd.com/ 
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ArcherySuccess.com 
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www.facebook.com/dwdlaser 
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Row Brow shoot 14th August 2022 Results 
 
 

Ladies Longbow 

 

 

Gents Longbow 

 

Gents Hunting Tackle 

 

Ladies TBH 

 

Gents TBH 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

Name Category G/L Club Score Spots

Mary Hannan Long Bow L Cobra 422 1
Elenore Cottrell Long Bow L Duvelle 254 0

Ken Adams Long Bow G Duvelle 484 1
Colin Wareing Long Bow G Wild Geese 480 2
Steve Michell Long Bow G Butsfield 464 1
John Richardson Long Bow G Duvelle 354 2
Stuart Atkinson Long Bow G Independent 238 0

Brian Ford Hunting Tackle G Wyre Hall 456 0
Stuart Hall Hunting Tackle G Regent 434 0
Lawrie Hogan Hunting Tackle G Wyre Hall 384 0
Darren Goat Hunting Tackle G Butsfield 374 0

Jean Horwood TBH L Regent 446 1
Sara Sutherland TBH L Stonebow 370 1
Kath Boyer TBH L Riggwelter 306 0

Theo Leach TBH G Riggwelter 630 1
Ron Brown TBH G Regent 622 5
Tony Morrell TBH G Wild Geese 552 1
Gary Mathison TBH G Regent 538 2
Roger Ayton TBH G Wolfshead 534 4
David Bentley TBH G Riggwelter 506 1
Mike Bollands TBH G Wolfshead 486 1
John Cottrell TBH G Duvelle 478 0
Stephen Collinson TBH G Wolfshead 394 2
Ryan  Lee TBH G Viper 392 1
Mark Mawson TBH G Wyre Hall 376 0
Donal Hogan TBH G Wyre Hall 274 0
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Ladies BB 

 

 

Gents BB 

 

Ladies AFB 

 

Gents AFB 

 

Gents Compound Ltd 

 

Gents Compound UL 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Name Category G/L Club Score Spots

Sarah Monteith BB L Regent 684 7
Nicky McMaster BB L Independent 626 4
Kath Harrison BB L Firebird 594 2

Chris Hadden BB G Viper 688 5
Robert Hall BB G Viper 588 2
Jonathan Taylor BB G Viper 584 1
Peter Plunkett BB G Derwynd 582 1
Alan McDonald BB G Independent 562 2
Kevin Armstrong BB G Viper 550 0
Robert Leach BB G Riggwelter 544 1
Geoff Eccleshall BB G Viper 500 3

Christine Marshall AFB L Viper 434 1
Verity Mills AFB L Wyre Hall 342 0

Matthew Wynne AFB G Independent 562 5
Geoff Smith AFB G Viper 518 2
Grant Kerr AFB G Wild Geese 514 2
Simon Manning AFB G Regent 478 0
David Perkins AFB G Regent 430 2
David Hodgson AFB G Regent 412 1
Lewis Shorttle AFB G Viper 398 0

Mark Harrison Comp Ltd G Firebird 630 4

David Greenbank Comp UL G Viper 902 23
Ryan Mills Comp UL G Whitefriers 886 17
Gary McMaster Comp UL G Independent 828 16
Andy Carney Comp UL G Stonebow 798 14
Paul Key Comp UL G Regent 794 6
Graham Lord Comp UL G Firebird 788 8
Scott Wray Comp UL G Regent 712 8
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Find me on Facebook 
@ “Twangers Arrows” 

 

 

 
 

or email me at:  
johnp1963@sky.com  
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The Junior and Young Rider Training The Junior and Young Rider Training The Junior and Young Rider Training 

Camp and National Championships Camp and National Championships Camp and National Championships 

202220222022   

by Éowyn Barnes-Short,                                             
Cotteswold Mounted Archers. 

 
The Junior and Young Rider Training Camp and National Championships 2022 saw junior 

horseback archers come from up and down the country to train and compete at this                  

year's venue at New Leaf Triangle Horseback Archery in Leicestershire. Members of                       

Ribble Valley Mounted Archers, Cotteswold Mounted Archers and Severn Vale Mounted 

Archers all attended the event. 

Monday 1st August saw the first day of training camp coached by Troy Shaw and     

Nic West, Advanced Horseback Archery Coach. In the morning, the 6 riders     

gathered in their arena for a military-style riding assessment, followed by a               

Raid training session in the afternoon. 

Tuesday 2nd August focused more on extreme front and back shots 

needed for the Tower track. The archers were split in two groups to 

work on these skills respectively, on the model horses placed at                

either end of the run to shoot the 45m long shots. In the afternoon, 

they demonstrated these shots on horseback, down the track. 

Wednesday 3rd August was a day more for the Mamluk track 

(a track with 4 targets - a front shot, a jarmaki (ground shot), 

an off-side shot and a back shot). In the morning, the model horse          

was used once again to practice the positions for these shots.                      

The Tower track was once again shot in the afternoon on horses. 

Thursday 4th August was a practice day, before the competition.                       

Competitors could practice whichever tracks they wanted in the morning               

session  and  after  lunch  they  went  for  a  change  of  scene  on  a  pub  ride. 

Friday 5th August was the first day of competition! 7 competitors were split                

between two groups, and rode the Raid 123 track in the morning (2 runs of 1 target, 

2 runs or 2 targets and 2 runs of 3 targets) and the Mamluk track in the afternoon. 



 

 

 

Sunday 6th August was the last day of competition.  

The Tower track was run in the morning, followed by prize               

giving  in  the  afternoon.  

The overall Junior and Young Rider National Champion for                             

2022 was Oli Secker, Reserve Champion was Éowyn Barnes-Short 

and Runner-up was Tilly Shaw.  

The  chief  judge  was  John  Goodwin,  assisted  by                  

Helen   Barnes. 
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Short,                                             

horseback archers come from up and down the country to train and compete at this                  

year's venue at New Leaf Triangle Horseback Archery in Leicestershire. Members of                       
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There were also prizes for individual classes. Eowyn Barnes-Short won the Raid and                 

the Tower classes and Oli Secker won the Mamluk class. 

 

It was an amazing experience with brilliant coaching, excellent horseback archery facilities 

and a great group of people. I am looking forward to next year! 
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~ The Bowyer’s Diary ~ 
by Derek Hutchison (AKA “Del the Cat”). 

 

“Character Yew Primitive.” 
 

 

 

What is a character bow? It's any bow that has interesting features, usually a wooden self bow. 

It may be limbs with waggles, undulations, knots or a bow that is wildly asymmetric.                         

Why do people make them? There are two reasons, maybe it's the only piece of wood you 

have available, as is the case of the first Yew longbow I ever made some 50 years ago.                       

I'd been searching for a Yew stave for years and eventually found a lovely piece, but it had a 

massive knot hole at the centre, not a huge amount of character, but certainly more testing 

than a clean straight stave. That brings me to the second reason, it a test and demonstration of 

the bowyer's skill. 

Character bows can be glorious beautiful things or simply weird and ugly. I've made a few and 

the last I made was stunningly beautiful… it exploded after about 50 shots. Not for the faint 

hearted. 

I was tidying the garage and sorting my staves when I came across a Yew stave that I'd               

roughed out in 2019, it had a ½" knot about mid limb. My interest was piqued and I began. 

My favourite go-to bow for field shooting is 'Twister', a Yew primitive style with elegant willow 

leaf shaped tapering limbs of a flattish oval section. I'd also made 'Twister II' for a very good 

field archer. 

It seemed that Twister was to be the basic                 

pattern for this bow with a target of 45# @ 28". 

Pictured: 
“Knot’n’Hole.”  
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It may be limbs with waggles, undulations, knots or a bow that is wildly asymmetric.                         

have available, as is the case of the first Yew longbow I ever made some 50 years ago.                       

I was tidying the garage and sorting my staves when I came across a Yew stave that I'd               

It seemed that Twister was to be the basic                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working the bow down to approximate dimensions was relatively straightforward; however 
there was about 45 degrees of twist in one end and a sideways bend in the middle.                        
Some steam bending was required. The bend in the middle was done at the narrowed grip    
section which I'd sawn out to approximate size, this providing a natural focus for the bend as 
there was now less wood to heat through. Some of the twist at the end was also taken out by 
steaming about 10" at the tip and twisting using a wooden 'limb spanner' (a length of 2x1" 
shaped to clamp over the tip). 

The tillering was fraught with anxiety - I'd laid the bow out allowing the wood to flow with the 
grain around the knot, but I didn't want to make it too stiff or too weak. Picking all the loose 
material out, revealed the knot hole going about ¾ of the way through the limb, but as the 
limb was still vastly too thick, would it actually come loose and pop out as the limb was worked 
down? 

The belly started to show a dark area around the big knot, a crack formed around it and I was 
able to ease it out. Cleaning up inside the hole using a length of silicone tube with sand paper 
wrapped round it revealed some handsome grain. 

Pictured: 
“Hole in Back.” 

Pictured: 
“Handsome Grain.” 
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As I crept towards full draw it was 45# @ 22", then 24"… then 26" I was taking small amounts off the 

belly where it looked stiff or was thicker than the limb moving towards the grip. I tapered the tips a 

bit more and glued on black Water buffalo horn overlays (using high viscosity superglue). I finally 

plucked up courage and took it to 28" on the tiller, it was 50#, but that allows for some fiddling,                    

fettling and a slight loss of poundage as it is shot in.  

I went over the back tidying up the sapwood, sanded it, gave it the first wipe of Danish Oil, found a 

string that fitted and took it to my local rove where it was much admired. I shot about 35 arrows 

through it, they flew nicely, leaving the bow         clean and straight. They were going about 180 yards. 

I even plinked one through the hole in the limb from   a very short draw just for fun!  

 

Pictured:  “Full Draw.” 

Pictured:   
“Belly.” 



 

plucked up courage and took it to 28" on the tiller, it was 50#, but that allows for some fiddling,                    

It's taken a lot of time to do the final finishing, endless cycles of wiping with Danish oil, re-sanding, 

and wiping again. Eventually I'd removed virtually all the tool marks (but there are always a few tiny 

sanding marks that you see later). I can't decide if I should leave it clean and simple or add a mother 

of pearl arrow plate. I can always do that later, personally I favour a low shine, waxed finish with clean 

simple look. In the USA they tend to go for high gloss fancy finishes, snake skins, beaver tail grips, etc, 

but bear in mind hunting is legal there, there are loads of snakes,  tastes and archery heritage are             

also different. I may keep this bow, or I may sell it as it would be nice to know it is being shot                         

(I probably only do 1 3D shoot each year). 

 

Oh, by the way … final draw weight/length = 50# @ 28"  

… so it came out a little over weight! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://bowyersdiary.blogspot.com/  

Read more from “Del the Cat” 

at... 

Pictured: 
“Top Nock.” 
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Did you know that if you would like to show your appreciation and 
support for FAN UK and what Hels is doing (and to enable her to                 
keep  the  magazine  free  for  everyone) you can DONATE? 

 
 

 

You may or may not know that "Field Archery News UK" online              
magazine is researched, edited and produced by just one person 
whose aim has always been and still is to bring field archery in all                 
its forms (alongside other forms of archery) and all associations &              
societies together in one place to celebrate, promote and share our 
wonderful sport with archers, clubs and enthusiasts across the UK       
and  worldwide. 
 
 

Any sum to keep the magazine going would be greatly appreciated - thank you :-) 
 

To Donate  just visit https://www.paypal.me/FANUKHels 

https://www.facebook.com/FieldArcheryNewsUK/  

https://twitter.com/NewsukField 

https://www.instagram.com/fieldarcherynewsuk/ 
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www.etsy.com/uk/shop/archersjewellery 
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Aurora FAC 
MASTER ARCHER Shoot 

4th September 2022 
 

~ Report & pics provided by Martin Joy ~ 

 
On a beautiful late-summer day, we were delighted once again to welcome such a wonderful 
turnout of guests to our inaugural Aurora Master Archer event. A fantastic level                      
of    support in tough times, with just shy of 90 expectant and eager 
archers joining us for a great day of archery in our amazing                     
woodland. We never take your support for granted and send our                 
sincere thanks to every one of you from all of us here at Aurora.  

So, something a bit different on offer this time. Many clubs routinely 
host fantastic Master Archer events where typically, the challenge is to 
beat a set score to win a coveted patch. Being Aurora, we like                      
to add our own twist on proceedings by trying things that are a bit            
different, so we introduced a new format for our event and judging by 
the feedback on the day and afterwards, I think we may have created a 
winner and most definitely something we will repeat in future. 

So how did it work? The course was laid out with 20 3D targets in a loop with 
each archer going round twice making 40 targets in total with the usual gold,       
silver, and bronze medals on offer to the top scores in each class. 

First time round was standard Big Game scoring with up to 3 arrows from the normal 
pegs (no wasps). Some expertly laid shots took full advantage of the unusual terrain, trees, 
and natural features at our disposal to create a varied, deceptive, and particularly challenging 
round.  Nothing too long but plenty to get the grey matter working. 

Second time round, things took on a different complexion as it transitioned into a 1-Arrow 
shoot using a dedicated black and white, 1-Arrow peg, mostly closer than the red, but in 
many cases more technical. Juniors and cubs shot from what would normally be their 2nd 
peg. 
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turnout of guests to our inaugural Aurora Master Archer event. A fantastic level                      

To become a Master Archer, you simply had to match or beat your Big Game total with your      
1-Arrow total. Straightforward? Well, we all know that 3D Field Archers are the salt of the 
earth and as honest as the day is long, but just in case anyone had the slightest inclination of, 
shall we say, under-performing in the first half to make it easier to beat with their 1-Arrow 
round, (as if), we introduced the concept of a par score for each style / class which was a total 
score that had to be matched or beaten to be eligible for the Master Archer award. You could 
hear the muffled cursing ripple through the glade during the briefing…  

This par was calculated as the average of the NFAS 3D Champs scores earlier in the year, and 
to balance the advantage that the sighted classed would undoubtedly hold on the 1-Arrow 
round, these were notched down by 10% for all unsighted classes. To increase the tension               

the par score was printed on everyone’s scorecard for their specific class, so they knew     
exactly what they had to do… Juniors and Cubs didn’t have to beat a par for 

two reasons – there wasn’t sufficient data from the Champs results 
to calculate them for all classes, and more importantly, I’ve yet to 
meet a junior or cub who would willingly underperform :-). 

And the prize for becoming a Master 
Archer? One of our unique,                         
brilliantly designed and                      

expertly crafted Master Archer 
badges, created by our very   

own graphic design specialist, 
Spencer  –  fantastic  job !  

Like many innovations, we literally had no idea how this was going to pan 
out… we only had 33 badges; would that be enough? What if everybody won 

one? What if nobody won one? Goodness it’s never been so stressful being in                
the admin tent entering the scores into the computer whilst keeping a mental tally               

of the number of Master Archers as it steadily rose.  

  The trick was to try to set the 1-Arrow pegs in such                   
 a position that it was possible to beat the Big 

Game half but not a doddle. Make it too hard                    
and you’d have a load of disgruntled archers               
and no winners, too easy and everyone gets 

bored and you run out of awards. A definite               
challenge for the course layer, to balance what                

 the   goal  and  objective  of  that  peg  should  be.  
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Feedback from one of our guests, Paul Chittenden, was so insightful and eloquent, I just had 
to include it here to provide a sense of what it was like to shoot the format: 

“It was an absolute anxiety creator, having done well on the first round, when you get a 16 
on the second round, look across and see you got a 20  ( or even 24 ) before, it’s a weird 
feeling of frustration as you drift away from the morning, and pure despair when you miss 
one. (You look across and see that you missed some in the morning session, so you are 
happy!! Weird ). 

For training purposes, it is an absolute wonderful exercise in Zen Archery and just do your 
thing, …. My last two shots were pure agony as there was only 2 points in it.  

I also think for Mid Table, having a bad morning, a wonderful chance to put in a good 2nd 
half and be ‘rewarded’.” 

In the end we anointed 28 Master Archers – phew, you’d think it                
was planned! A few tweaks for next time but overall, a remarkably 
successful and thoroughly enjoyable format. 

On now to the traditional round of thanks to everyone who made the 
day possible. To every member of Aurora who helped in any way over 
the weekend and during the run up, a sincere thank you, you are all 
brilliant and we couldn’t do it without you. A lot of our new members 
came along to help alongside the ‘old hands’ so it was great to see you 
all there.  

Massive thanks and congratulations to Steffan and Dave C for designing 
such a fantastic course. It was great to see different areas of our woodland 
being used and more familiar areas in quite different ways and from unusual 
angles. Well done everyone, not forgetting the course laying team on the Saturday 
bringing the design to fruition – Emma, Ken, Dave F and Mark - brilliant job fully                    
appreciated by all those who attended and thank you Nadine for capturing everything                
on  camera  for  posterity! 

Huge thanks to Teresa, Phil, Paul, Holly, and Garry in the catering tent for keeping the                         
assembled masses fed and watered throughout – always fantastic fare gratefully devoured              
by everyone. Some of the homemade cakes were especially spectacular, but then archers               
are fuelled by cake! This was Teresa’s last time leading the catering crew after 8 years                         
in the role – thank you so much for your contribution during this time Teresa – we really                  
do appreciate it and you’ll always be welcome to come back to flip burgers in your                              
inimitable  style. 
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Huge thanks to Teresa, Phil, Paul, Holly, and Garry in the catering tent for keeping the                         
 always fantastic fare gratefully devoured              

by everyone. Some of the homemade cakes were especially spectacular, but then archers               
are fuelled by cake! This was Teresa’s last time leading the catering crew after 8 years                         

 we really                  
do appreciate it and you’ll always be welcome to come back to flip burgers in your                              

Heartfelt thanks to Anna and Nadine for keeping everything calm, collected and organised                
in the admin tent amidst the flurry of scorecards and spreadsheet wobbles, and to Teresa                
for being our Lady paramount for the day, presenting medals to the winners as well as                     
the  Master  Archer  awards. 

Thank you to Phil Marr and Archers’ Jewellery for donating a fabulous silver arrow-head                
pin for the raffle; to Tom and Molly from Radical Bikes for your tireless support and humour       
in allowing us to take over your ground for the day and finally, Lord Petre for kindly allowing 
us all to enjoy his fabulous Parsons Spring woodland. 

 

We look forward to welcoming you once again for more fun in the woods                                         
at our New Year shoot on 29th January 2023. 

On-line booking will open soon so do look out for that. 

In the meantime, stay safe, be well,                                                            
shoot straight and keep smiling. 

 

~ Martin Joy ~ 
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Aurora MASTER ARCHER Shoot Results 4th September 2022                                
(2 x 20 3Ds) 

 

1st 20 - normal Big Game, 2nd 20 - 1-Arrow.  
 

Master Archer awarded where 1-Arrow half beats Big Game half with Total Score 
above the Par score for their Class. 

 
 

 
AFB - M (Par 522)      Big Game 1-Arrow Total Spots Master Archer 
Paul Chittenden  Medieval Soc Bowmen 330  332  662 6  MA 
Volker Fauvel  -     334  324  658 3  
Simon Rivers  Magic Dragon Archers 342  312  654 4  
Andy Doyle  Independent   286  312  598 5  MA 
Keith Smith  Magic Dragon   288  216  504 1  
Paul Tolson  Independent   244  232  476 1  
       
AFB - F (Par 434)      
Melanie Hull  Excalibur    232  204  436 0  
 
BB - M  (Par 604) 
Robert West  Pines Park Archers  378  416  794 11  MA 
Mark  Wiseman  Independent   364  384  748 9  MA 
Graham Brown  Bridge Woods   354  384  738 8  MA 
Garry  Fisk   Oakwood Bowmen   372  344  716 9  
Peter Morgan  Cloth of Gold   330  340  670 7  MA 
Colin Radke  Noak Hill    310  356  666 7  MA 
Lee Sutton  Bridgewood    332  304  636 3  
Marcus Redwood Bridge Woods   302  292  594 5  
Steve Dickenson Independent   308  240  548 3  
 
BB - F (Par 560) 
Sue Dickenson  Independent   310  340  650 6  MA 
Maureen West  Pines Park Archers  308  272  580 4  
Georgina Brown Bridge Woods   272  272  544 1  
Rungnapha Redwood   Bridge Woods   298  240  538 3  
Viktoria  Motchman  TFA     258  196  454 1  
 
BB - U16B 
Liam Sutton  Bridgewood    316  304  620 2 
 
BH - M (Par 622) 
Colin Rose   Totem Archers   362  428  790 16  MA 
Tom Rushton   TFA     298  284  582 2  
Carl  Tagg    Noak Hill    336  240  576 5  
Jurek Jacyna  Noak Hill     246  260  506 2 
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BH - F  (Par 566)      Big Game 1-Arrow Total Spots Master Archer 
Sue Birch   IND     302  268  570 2 
 
CL - M  (Par 804) 
Duane Williams  Totem Archers   408  452  860 22  MA 
 
FS - M (Par 738) 
Scott O’Brien   Independent    324  342  666 0 
David Morison  Avalon    306  330  636 3 
 
FS - U16B 
Zachary Tolson  Independent   322  328  650 4  MA 
 
HT - M (Par 514) 
Nick White   Black Arrow FAC  348  404  752 12  MA 
Steve  Rand  Bridgewood    354  388  742 10  MA 
David  Moore  1066 Field Archers  328  304  632 4  
Graham Radford HNA     340  284  624 5  
Gary Thompson  HNA     284  240  524 5  
Ross Davis   Bridgewood    258  188  446 5  
Graham Birch  Totem Archers   192  162  354 4 
 
HT - F (Par 418)  
Jennifer D’Souza Magic Dragon   306  252  558 3 
Olivia  Morgan  -     284  148  432 0 
 
LB - M (Par 504) 
Michael Ashington Independent   302  324  626 2  MA 
Stan Baxter  Excalibur    298  296  594 3  
Ian  Stanley  Oakwood Bowmen  308  280  588 7  
Steven Finn  Oakwood Bowmen  292  268  560 4  
Adrian  Mercer  Magic Dragon    296  212  508 2  
Andy Manning  King's Lynn FA   254  152  406 1  
 
LB - F (Par 440) 
Carolyn Neville  Fleet Ibex    266  160  426 2 
Clare  Peeling        Oakwood          178       196        374  1 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 
 
 
 
PV - M  (Par 476)      Big Game 1-Arrow Total Spots Master Archer 
Kevin  Button  Priory Bowmen   308  344  652 3  MA 
Scott King   HNA     254  280  534 4  MA 
Andy Neville  Fleet Ibex    270  228  498 3  
Grot     -     232  224  456 1  
Tony Cox   Independent   262  164  426 0 
 
TBH - M (Par 576) 
Ron Patterson  -     390  404  794 13  MA 
Marcus Bell  Magic Dragon Archers 376  384  760 9  MA 
Andrew  Lehane  Bridgewoods    346  384  730 8  MA 
Tim Seed   Bridgewood FAC  332  392  724 8  MA 
John Hillsden   Orion Bowhunters   360  364  724 7  MA 
Paul Bromwich  Medieval Soc Bowmen 324  340  664 2  MA 
Gavin Kettlewell Avalon    340  312  652 6  
Andy Phillips   BWFAC     320  328  648 0  MA 
Dan Simmonds   Magic Dragon    320  320  640 3  MA 
Glenn  Bolton  BWFAC    344  288  632 0  
Allen  Hill   Avalon    330  264  594 3  
Patrick Wright  Avalon    312  276  588 9  
Jack Boorman  Magic Dragon Archers 294  280  574 1  
Terry Bresh  Noak Hill    292  232  524 1  
Mick Maxen  Cloth of Gold   258  190  448 2  
 
TBH - F  (Par 490) 
Jan Seed   Bridgewood FAC  302  328  630 4  MA 
Lauren Morse  1066 Field Archers  274  320  594 2  MA 
Jane  Rivers  Magic Dragon Archers 296  280  576 5  
Linda  Lehane   Bridgewoods    244  184  428 0  
 
TBH - U16G 
Kalli  Simmonds  Magic Dragon    290  292  582 2  MA 
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UL - M (Par 858)      Big Game 1-Arrow Total Spots Master Archer 
Brian Richardson Oakwood Bowmen  432  420  852 19 
Jason Sawdy  Noak Hill Archers  402  428  830 18 
Nick Hearn  Hartspring    370  412  782 12 
Michael  Lee  Hartspring    368  372  740 8 
 
UL - F (Par 722) 
Heather Pearson Orion Bowhunters  440  428  868 24 
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     FAN UK 
Rewind... 

   
   
   

The 2022 SIFA Championships:               The 2022 SIFA Championships:               The 2022 SIFA Championships:               
A RetrospectiveA RetrospectiveA Retrospective   

   

               by Andreas Callanan.by Andreas Callanan.by Andreas Callanan.   
 
Well it’s been a quick few months since the SIFA Championships were held but the 
members  of Limerick Field Archery Club have had a chance to take a breath and look 
back on the weekend of the champs that was the August Bank holiday weekend. I will 
take the chance now to apologise for the lateness of this article as I know many of you 
have been concerned, anxiously waiting, losing sleep even, over its whereabouts. Of course 
I jest, but here it is...  
 

Over that bank holiday weekend a merry band of archers competed in the Society of 
Irish Field Archers (SIFA) National Championships in the woodlands at Boarmans Hill, 
Ashroe just outside the quaint village of Murroe, Co. Limerick. This year’s hosts had 
worked hard all year to make the event happen and were looking forward to welcoming 
archers from all corners of the island and beyond to this little piece of field archery 
heaven. It was the first time that the club had undertaken to hold the ‘champs’                     

so there was a mixture of excitement and 
nerves within the club as to how the event 
would go.  
 

Participants would compete in the two day 
formal competition as well as shooting a fun 
novelty course which included some moving 
targets, a metal deer and a duelling station. 
Coming up to the weekend of course, all eyes 
were on the weather  forecast.  It didn’t look 
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The 2022 SIFA Championships:               The 2022 SIFA Championships:               The 2022 SIFA Championships:               

heaven. It was the first time that the club had undertaken to hold the ‘champs’                     

too promising for the Saturday but there was a chink of hope for                                       
the Sunday. From late Friday afternoon, campers and campervans 
started to arrive up the lane to the woods and continued to do 
so late into the evening. They were all greeted by the club’s 
secretary James O’Connor and his son Diarmuid (pictured left) 
who made sure everyone settled in and had some refreshments 
after their long trip.  
 

In the evening up to twilight, some had a go at axe throwing and marshmallows        
were roasted by the campfire. Peter Wright, of Marble Archers, put on a                     

fantastic service of speciality beers and ciders named after many                    
of the participating clubs. These really provided a welcome tonic for 
the weary travellers and everyone felt right at home.  

 

Saturday morning‘s sky - as predicted - looked a little ominous; Keeper Hill and the 
distant Galtees were obscured by low cloud cover and a light mist was                      
beginning to fall. The ‘get up ‘n go early’ Saturday travellers were coming in en-masse, 
just in time   to make registration prior to the 10am reveille. 
 

At 10am club secretary James 
called reveille and all the 
competitors gathered around to 
hear the competition details, 
safety instructions and other 
information about the Saturday 
shoot. It would be a shotgun start. Groups of mainly fours were called out in 
sequence and pointed to which target they would start shooting from.  
 

The hosts had two championship courses laid on for the championship weekend              
- a fourteen target Unmarked Animal Round (UAR), and the mainstay:                      
an eighteen target Standard Big Game (SBG), course. Both courses were                     
to be  shot twice by the participants over the course of the two days and                 
the scores are totalled for both courses for each archers championship score. 
The UAR course wass laid out over mostly open ground of newly-planted Sitka 
Spruce mixed with some mature Beech and Silver Birch.  
 

When the sun is out it offers some magnificent views of the surrounding 
countryside,  which  unfortunately  on  the  Saturday  were  completely  obscured 
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but yet still it has a very open and            
bright feel to it and the breeze fresh             
on  your  face  certainly  wakes  you  up!  
 

The SBG course, in contrast, is laid out                  
in mature Sitka Spruce forestry which 
offered a totally different challenge for 
the competitors. It could be described as 
dark and moody  and has a much more 
‘inside’ feel to it. The club was greatly interested to hear from the competitors as    
to which course they preferred.  
 

Once all the start targets were called out, everyone headed out to their starting 
positions and the weekend was off in earnest. Conditions became challenging 
to say the least for the Saturday archers. A steady mist shrouded the 
woods all through the day but noticeably moreso in the afternoon. It was 
generally agreed that the Saturday SBG shooters got the better side of 
the draw, having the better rain coverage in the mature forest; yet 
targets on the SBG course took on an eerie feel in the mist. Unlimited 
compounder folk struggled with rained up clarifiers to zone in on some of              
the more distant targets in the thick woodland (some even instinctively 
bypassing their technology!).  
 

Over on the more open [outside :-) UAR course , visibility was better but good rain 
shelter was not so readily available; though if you were wearing the right gear you 
were perfectly fine (what’s that scout motto again?). With all the rain on Saturday  
cameras  made  short  appearances  and  only  a  few  snaps  were  taken. 
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As the competitors made their way back in for the half time refreshments it was clear 
that all were finding the courses a decent challenge, especially in the damp conditions,    
The hot gourmet burgers and hot dogs went down very well indeed and lifted the spirits 
no end.  
 

The after lunch weather conditions if anything worsened with the mist becoming                   
thicker (this was not forecast!) and eventually turned to rain later in the evening.                       
All of the archers got back out to finish their rounds and were all back in in relatively 
good time. Reports in from the competitors as they finished the first day‘s archery                
was generally good. The weather didn’t dampen spirits too much and all were looking 
forward to shooting their alternate course on the Sunday with the promise of better 
weather to come. 
 

 It was notable that over the 
weekend that eleven of the       
thirteen allowed bow styles were 
represented and that all of the             
age categories from cubs to adults 
were represented too, a very healthy 
sign indeed. It was not a surprise either, or at any of the SIFA                           
archery events thesedays to be honest, to see a number of nationalities 

represented at the event. I’m sure to leave some out (apologies if I do!) but off                   
the top of my head I can recount talking to participants from Ireland (phew!),                    
Poland, Italy, Hungary, Australia, Czech Republic, France, United Kingdom, Germany                 
and  yes,  they  even  came  a  long  long  way  from  Tipperary  ;-)  !  
 
 

In  all  we  had  well  over  80  competitors  in  attendance  on  both  days.  
 
 

Saturday evening saw a few other notable occurences... club secretary James 
O’Connor was presented with a ‘significant’ birthday present in front of                       
the assembled archers - enjoy the dinner at Adare Manor and don’t forget                         
to send us a pic! He was mortified - ha ha!  
 

The novelty course too proved a great success (see pics on the next few                       
pages!) and we had a bit of a guitar-accompanied singalong late into                                 
the  night,  or  rather  into  the  morning ! 
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Marshmallows in the rain ! 



 

Thankfully and as hoped, Sunday’s dawn came with a warm sunny smile. Blue skies, 
sunglasses and as we can see, even cameras were out. Thank the heavens! 

 
 

 
Any thoughts of rain were banished in the glorious and appropriately, Sunday sunshine! 
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While all this competitive archery was going on, some took a chance in the                   
evenings on the novelty target course which had, amongst other challenges,                        
a steel metal deer to shot at. While many many, many, arrows were                           
smashed against its 5mm thick hide, some struck the traditional, recurve or                           
compound  zones.  Here  are  some  of  the  happier  faces... 
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Lest we forget! we would like to thank the archery stalls that sponsored prizes                     
and items for the raffle and showed their wares over the weekend, Martin from                     
Burren Archery and Michael Fisher and family from Archery Spot NI - we hope trade was              
good over the weekend and we look forward to seeing you again, thank you both for                 
your donations of targets to the club, really appreciated. Unfortunately, Jack Pinson of 
Living Longbows who wanted to be there  couldn’t make it due to a case of the damned 
Coronavirus, we hope you have recovered and are fighting fit again. There’ll be other 
days Jack!  Dave McDermot of SRT Targets Ireland due to work commitments, couldn’t 
make it either but sent along a set of nice 2D targets via fellow Aos Dana club member 
Liam O’Donnell a nice touch indeed. 
 

And so back again to the competition update… 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
the morning sun proved a fantastic tonic for all concerned. Most people had gotten their 
bearings at this stage and after the 2nd reveille of the weekend we were off again 
shooting the two courses. Of course those who were out on the open UAR course                       
got  to  see  those  lovely  views  and  there  were  some  fantastic  pics  to  be  had.     

The lunchtime burgers completely sold out again (some came back for seconds and even 
third helpings!), and later on Sunday afternoon archers made it back to                
basecamp with their final hopeful scores in hand to submit.  
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Lest we forget! we would like to thank the archery stalls that sponsored prizes                     
Martin from                     

 we hope trade was              
good over the weekend and we look forward to seeing you again, thank you both for                 

shooting the two courses. Of course those who were out on the open UAR course                       

third helpings!), and later on Sunday afternoon archers made it back to                

Everyone gathered around at base camp. Michelle Ni Uiginn kicked off the raffle followed 
by Ger Blaney, LFAC Chairman, opening up the award presentation ceremony. As                  
mentioned, practically all the bow styles and all the age categories were represented at 
the weekend and as such there are simply too many award-winning pictures to include in 
this article, but all can be seen on the SIFA website here: http://sifa.ie/2022/07/31/
sifa-national-championships-2022/ with additional pics on the LFAC Facebook site here: 
https://www.facebook.com/limerickfieldarcheryclub ; and you can check out Heather’s                 
fantastic set of photographs here: https://photos.app.goo.gl/kpMjEuD5BaK7QriR7 . 
 

As well as the medals for all the firsts, seconds and third places, SIFA awards perpetual 
awards for some select categories, including the Sonja Wayland Memorial Awards and               
Aos Dana’s Junior Girl Bowhunter Recurve plaque. At this champs four new perpetual 

awards were presented also. Thanks to Martin at Burren Archery for                   
sponsoring the Gents BHR Category and Team Cup award, and thanks also               
go to Black Castle Archers for the new Ladies Flatbow plaque and to                                
Marble Archers for the new Gents Freestyle Recurve Category plaque                  
(which Peter from Marble Archers just happened to win :-) ).  
 

All of the awards existing and new made for a great display, shown below: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

I guess one award pic that is begrudgingly TBH ;) worth                                                    
its bang for its buck, is one with the most people                                                             
in it, so congrats to Irish Archery Club for                                                                 
taking home the inaugural Team Award.  
 

Is it likely other clubs will take a closer look 
at team strategy for 2023 champs?                
 

You can check out all of the results via: 
http://sifa.ie/results/SIFA%20Champs%
202022%20Results%20(Sept22).pdf . 
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Before I finish up a few last minute thanks:to our neighbour, Sean Wixted, for the use of 
the camping field; Dot Madden for the use of the Hall Chairs and tables; to James and 
Diarmuid O’Connor, Trojan work, it just wouldn’t have happened without you; to the 
LFAC members who toiled in all weathers, you know who you are; to Heather et al for               
all the pics, you outdid yourselves this time and finally to all who came along to our                          
club and made the weekend what it was - we hope you enjoyed yourselves! 
 

A final reflection back upon the whole weekend as a whole... for sure, there were a few 
little niggles - at an event like this there’s bound to be a hiccup or two which we can                
only learn from; but on the whole the host club was delighted with the feedback                
received from the competitors. Of course the weather came good in the end which              
always makes things better, but even in the  rain some smiled on - how could you not with               
two fantastic courses to shoot?! A nice home brew beer helps too!!  
 
 

 

So now the hour is late as I type I‘ll sign off. 
Until the next time, good health and                                 

good shooting to you all. 
 
 
~ Andreas Callanan – SIFA Tournaments officer ~ 
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September 2022 
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Did you know that if you would like to show your appreciation and support for 
FAN UK and what Hels is doing (and to enable her to keep  the  magazine  free  for  
everyone) you can DONATE? 

 
 

 

You may or may not know that "Field Archery News UK" 
online magazine is researched, edited & produced by just               
one person whose aim has always been and still is to                   
bring field archery in all its forms (alongside other forms                 
of archery) and all associations & societies together in one 
place to celebrate, promote and share our wonderful sport 
with archers, clubs and enthusiasts across the UK &                  
worldwide. 
 
Any sum to keep the magazine going would be greatly appreciated - thank you!  

 
 
 
 
 
 

To Donate  just visit https://www.paypal.me/FANUKHels 



 

www.blackridge-archery.co.uk 



 

 

Photographer:  PHIL KEAREY            Location:  Bowmen of Caradoc Womerton RovePhotographer:  PHIL KEAREY            Location:  Bowmen of Caradoc Womerton Rove  
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Southern Counties 3D Field                                                             
Archery Championships 

2022 
 

by Steve Allam, Overton Black Arrows. 
 
 

The hills above Kingsclere were once again the venue for the regional field archery 
championships hosted by Overton Black Arrows. Archers were shooting a World                 
Archery 3D round where competitors shoot 2 arrows at each of 24 fake animal targets.  
Targets are roughly life sized, but not what you would normally see in the area,                    
with Vernon the Velociraptor, a Stegosaurus, Polar bears and a large blue deer, to name 
a few. 
 
Fifty-two archers took part from all over the south east of England, with some visitors 
from further afield.  Local club archers from Overton Black Arrows did well, with                  
Rob Aldridge coming 4th in the Barebow category, Richard Buckner and Paul                        
Williams coming 1st and 2nd in the Recurve category and Steve Allam & Angus Falcon 
Relf coming 2nd and 3rd in the Traditional category. 
 
Once again the club was raising money for their chosen charity - “Time to Talk”  
www.t2twb.org and have raised a further £225 to add to this years total. For more                 
information about the club, please see www.overtonblackarrows.org  . 
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“A Finn with a Bow:                    “A Finn with a Bow:                    “A Finn with a Bow:                    
summer now autumn.”summer now autumn.”summer now autumn.”   

   

Written by Elina Moilanen. 

 
The autumn has arrived here in North Karelia. The 
mosquitoes are gone, the trees are starting to                  
change colour and lose their leaves and the days                   
are getting shorter fast. It’s a good moment to look               
back  and  write  a  few  words  on  summer  archery. 

Summers are not very long here in Finland, the weather 
is often variable and the bugs can be a real pain                      
in the neck. On the other hand; it hardly ever gets                 
too hot or humid, the days are very very long                     
and  the  scenery  is  just  breathtaking. 

If you happen to live in town, you don’t really need to worry about clothes during                      
the summer months. But when getting into the countryside, the lakes and the woods,   

you must cover up. The mosquitoes, gnats, 
midges and gadflies are always happy to make 
you lose your nerves, get itchy and even give               
up  just  being  outdoors. 

It can occasionally get uncomfortably hot to 
shoot, but most of the time, at least the 
mornings and the evenings are always cooler                
and with plenty of daylight as the sun hardly 
sets  during  the  summertime. 
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Photo:  Back quiver is definitely the best choice for 
me, anything else just doesn't feel so natural. If 
ever you're looking for a good quality quiver with 
affordable price, either a side or back quiver,                     
I can highly recommend @liitohaukka from 
@heraldica_suomi . 



 

“A Finn with a Bow:                    “A Finn with a Bow:                    “A Finn with a Bow:                    

If you happen to live in town, you don’t really need to worry about clothes during                      

you lose your nerves, get itchy and even give               

mornings and the evenings are always cooler                
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Photo (below):  I got the chance to welcome two friends to the amazing world of                                      
traditional archery. It's such a great feeling to see others get interested and                                       

excited about this way of life that is ours, and always a pleasure. :-)  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now in September, as the weather is changing, adequate clothing is getting                            
more and more important. Also, the evenings are getting dark earlier and                                 
it’s raining more often so there are less occasions to go shooting. We also have                          
elk-flies in this period of the year which can make an outing in the                                               

woods  a  living  nightmare… 

... but Autumn is still a lovely season                         
for some outdoor archery with nature’s 
beautiful colours, tempered weather and                
the enjoyment of the last moments                    
before the arrival of the long and                             
cold  winter. 

 

Shoot straight and enjoy your time                      
at the range or in the woods! 

 

Elina 
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Photo:   
Bullseye (actually several ones)!                     

These little moments make up for                    
all of those bad shooting days;                         
and I absolutely love having a                        
backstop at home… I shouldn't                       

have waited for so long                                                     
to get one! 



 

Now in September, as the weather is changing, adequate clothing is getting                            
more and more important. Also, the evenings are getting dark earlier and                                 
it’s raining more often so there are less occasions to go shooting. We also have                          

flies in this period of the year which can make an outing in the                                               

Autumn is still a lovely season                         

beautiful colours, tempered weather and                
the enjoyment of the last moments                    
before the arrival of the long and                             

Shoot straight and enjoy your time                      
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Photo:   
 

The great thing about summer ending is that there are less and less                                             
mosquitoes, but soon enough the elkflies will arrive. 

Every season has its ups and downs I guess! 



 

www.mandarinduck.net 
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What you should know about stiff vanes 

There has been a lot of talk lately about the benefits of stiff vanes. As a pioneer of this technology, 

we at Bohning Archery would like to offer our insight. We developed the stiff material internally                 

and conducted a lot of lab and field testing before introducing our line of stiff vanes: The Heat Vane,               

the X3 1.75 & X3 2.25, the Easton Bully Vane, and the Easton Diamond HD Vane. 

The path of developing, testing, and introducing these stiff material vanes was a little winding.                

Several years ago Bohning recognized the need for a stiff vane to control the flight of arrows                 

travelling at very high-speeds; namely, arrows shot from high-performance crossbows. We spent 

over a year testing different formulations of material, including adhesion performance, and found 

the sweet spot. 

The noted advantages of the Bolt Vane on crossbows made us wonder if we might get similarly             

successful results on high-speed compound bows, so we started doing some field testing with                      

different diameter arrows, bow speeds, and shooting distances. What we found is that a stiffer vane 

will really improve accuracy at distances greater than 40 yards (37 meters). The reason is two-fold. 

First, a stiff vane begins to rotate the arrow quicker after release off the string, which improves               

arrow control, keeping the arrow closer to the imaginary “line” from the bow to the target. Second, 

while a soft vane will flutter and create drag, decreasing the speed of the arrow, a stiff vane helps 

your arrow retain Kinetic Energy as it travels further downrange. This means your arrow won’t drop 

as much as it nears the target.  

Because of the performance advantages with stiff vanes in 

long range shooting, it made perfect sense to adopt the 

stiff material to vane shapes with years of proven results: 

the shield-cut 1.75”   and 2.25” X-Vanes.  Using those same 

lengths and profile heights, but made from the stiff mate-

rial, archers now have a stiff option in a profile they’re 

comfortable with, this stiff option is called the X3.  For 3D 

archers, we have the Heat Vane, this is also produced in 

the stiff material, in a 2.5” length and parabolic design.  
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we at Bohning Archery would like to offer our insight. We developed the stiff material internally                 

and conducted a lot of lab and field testing before introducing our line of stiff vanes: The Heat Vane,               

The path of developing, testing, and introducing these stiff material vanes was a little winding.                

Several years ago Bohning recognized the need for a stiff vane to control the flight of arrows                 

The noted advantages of the Bolt Vane on crossbows made us wonder if we might get similarly             

speed compound bows, so we started doing some field testing with                      

First, a stiff vane begins to rotate the arrow quicker after release off the string, which improves               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We do have some specific fletching recommendations for stiff vanes. We did a lot of glue testing in 

our lab, and found that the stiff vanes require a cyanoacrylate (instant) glue for best adhesion. This 

is because the base of the vane is the same stiff material as the body. It requires a glue that bonds 

instantly so the base doesn’t have the chance to pop up and break contact with the arrow shaft. For 

the same reason, if you’re fletching at enough of an angle where the vane wraps around the arrow 

shaft, make sure to use a jig with a clamp that follows that curve. Many clamps are offset but flat so 

they don’t provide good downward pressure on the ends of the vane, and these ends will then tend 

to lift off the arrow shaft. Bohning produces two instant glues, Blazer Bond and Fletch Fuse, that 

we’ve specifically formulated specifically for vanes. We also produce three jigs with clamps that 

curve with the shaft: the Multi-Fletcher, the Pro Class Jig, and the new, three-vane-at-a-time               

Cauldron Jig. 

LS Bohning Facility Test Range 

LS Heat Vane NY 

LS X3 Vane 
2.25 NR 

LS X3 Vane 
1.75 NG 
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LS 3D X3 Vane Jason Riep 2021 

LS Nature 3D X3 Vanes PJ McMullen 9.11.20 

LS Target X3 225 Shane Bragg 2020 

LS Target X3 Vane 225 Shane Bragg 2020 

LS Crossbow Testing 2019 
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One question we get a lot is if recurve and barebow archers can use stiff vanes. The answer is yes,  

but only if your release is clean and consistent enough that the vanes are not coming into contact 

with the rest. If a stiff vane does contact your shelf or flipper it will negatively affect arrow flight and 

can even damage your flipper.  

To summarize, we recommend that compound archers shooting long distances 

try a stiff vane such as the X3, taking care when fletching to use an instant glue 

and a jig with good downward force. To get another company’s take, watch 

Lancaster Archery’s YouTube video “The Advantages of Stiff Fletchings –                  

Bohning’s X3 Vane” ( https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_mYIvSEB_M ) and 

feel free to reach out to Bohning with any questions.  

 

 

 

LS Heat Vane RD Wrap US Nock EB 

LS target wrap X3 vane 
Jennifer Chan 3.24.21 
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“Band of Brothers”“Band of Brothers”“Band of Brothers”   
by OH Boydby OH Boydby OH Boyd...   

 

 

 

As an archer who feels rightly or wrongly in his heart that is what he was born to do                 

(largely failed through lack of talent and real dedication), it is not just about the thrill of             

the arrow, the drawing of the bow and the satisfaction of an arrow thudding to its exact 

mark.  

There are many other elements that add to the joy of Archery; the longbow itself is beautiful 

in appearance. I love the wood; it has to be straight and for the purpose whatever the tree,                  

it is a material that we primevally respond to in vision and tactility, it mellows gracefully              

under our hand in age and usage. 

The longbow is a symphony of elegance with its gracefully tapering lines when braced to             

the fist, even more so when it is drawn and comes into compass, pleasing to the eye and         

even more so to the heart.  

As an artist I love lines, they are my thing and the longbow fulfils all that I find pleasing and 

inspiring. The arrows; they are one shot perfections of aerodynamics and practicality for their 

grisly role. They too have their own beauty and magic, the same magic that anything that              

is perfect for it’s purpose and cannot be improved upon, has.  

Not just the beauty of the arrow itself but in it’s flight, and the graceful arc it scribes fettered 

only by the air it parts and gravities relentless pull. In that brief flight it magically comes                

to life for that is its role. The arrow is the end result of millennia of craftsmanship,                      

skill  and  practice,  when  it  finds  its  true  mark,  it  fulfils  its  man-made  purpose. 

It’s not just about those wonderful qualities of the bow and arrow, more especially it is                

about the company that we keep as archers - without that company and the joy of sharing -  

as a solitary activity archery pales a little; it is at its best when shared. 

Archers are a special breed, bred from man’s earliest beginnings. Their generosity, camaraderie 

and common interest really resonate with me. It’s good to be in the company of Archers. 

Shoot days are shared with people who are old friends and rivals, also to welcome people new 

to the group as guests or beginners, an ideal way to get to know them is to shoot with them. 

Wicked but gracious humour helps keep all together, especially with embarrassing misses                

and the patience needed to scrat about to find someone’s arrow amongst an impossible               

conglomeration of undergrowth. Real patience is required for that.  
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The longbow is a symphony of elegance with its gracefully tapering lines when braced to             

the fist, even more so when it is drawn and comes into compass, pleasing to the eye and         

grisly role. They too have their own beauty and magic, the same magic that anything that              

only by the air it parts and gravities relentless pull. In that brief flight it magically comes                

to life for that is its role. The arrow is the end result of millennia of craftsmanship,                      

It’s not just about those wonderful qualities of the bow and arrow, more especially it is                

Wicked but gracious humour helps keep all together, especially with embarrassing misses                

and the patience needed to scrat about to find someone’s arrow amongst an impossible               

Archers in reality compete more against themselves, 

the bad release day, the not in the mood day, the lack 

of concentration day and the legion of other variables 

that archers suffer in weird combinations.    

Although the eye is always cocked to do well, it is 

very satisfying when everything happens within us so 

all comes together with that ‘magic shot’. It forgives 

the thousand other arrows that we shot to achieve 

that very one. 

Sometimes we have days where we can’t miss,              

more often (in my case) there are days where I can’t 

hit anything at all other than trees and brambles. 

Some days are a mixture of both. Archery can be one 

of the most frustrating of activities not helped by    

deviously minded course layers and the vagaries of 

the weather and Mother Nature. 

After the shoot when we all hang around the                

campfire, have something to eat and drink and await the results, archers share in the good         

expectations and tension of it all. It is at this time when all the excuses, (archers have          

so many they are incalculable), come to the fore. It’s at this time, when everyone is tired              

and shot out, that there is a true bonding taking place. 

 

OTHER GROUPS AND ACTIVITIES… 
 

It has occurred that there are other diverse              

activities and groups who share the same              

bonhomie and comradeship that we archers have. 

Activities like ours, which are really an individual 

battle supported by a group, have the same 

structure as other interests and, as such, must     

and do build the same degree of closeness                  

and  camaraderie. 

Recently our Marshall spent his birthday with                 

a fishing club and they seem to have many                 

similarities  -  as  a  group  -  to  ours. 

Pictured:                                          

“Heavy self bows in Compass”. 

Pictured: 

“A heavy English yew self-bow”. 
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Maybe is this is an echo of the hunting fishing, fraternity from primeval times? 

The Medieval Society Marshall, Gary Bourne, will pass on his thoughts and experiences                 

about  this  comparison  from  his  own  recent  experience  below… 

 

Band of Brothers 
 

I've been shooting bows for around sixty years, firstly with a wooden 
flat bow then fibreglass, composite and compound bow under the 
NFAA and now the NFAS. I've taken part in many compensative 
shoots with the composite recurve bows and longbows. But I have gone 
full circle, finishing up shooting the yew medieval style longbow. 
 
Over the years I’ve been so lucky to meet some great male friends               
(I’m not  being sexist here but we are talking a ‘Band of Brothers’) 
that have become literally life long friendships.  

 

 

Pictured left: 

“Burgundy bow, beautiful in line and elegance 

by Chris Boyton, probably the best bowyer in 

England, sadly passed.” 

 

 

 

 

Pictured right: 

“The Marshalls bow, a truly knobbly English 

Stave but fit for purpose. 



 

The Medieval Society Marshall, Gary Bourne, will pass on his thoughts and experiences                 

Over the years I’ve been so lucky to meet some great male friends               
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For me the enjoyment that I experience when I’m in the woods or        
roving in the pastures green with bow in-hand is due to the friends     
I have with me. I’ve shot on my own and had some great shooting              
but its not the same as sharing these good shots with great friends.  
 
These feelings are not just limited to me or to the sport of archery,             
we see to day rugby players supporting players that they have              
played against for years, players that have been found to be suffering 
from life changing conditions putting aside the rivalry they have,              
to raise support for their colleagues and families. 
 
Can we compare this feeling with our medieval archers and the        
feelings that they must have had between one another - NO,                     
of    course not! Why? Because they relied on one another to stay                 
alive, something thankfully we do not have to do. We can only                
come close to the feeling of trusting our mates with your life.                
There must  be a parallel today with life on the front line                      
with the soldiers of today, putting your life in the hands                         
of  your  mates. 
 
I have another love, that is fly fishing - something most would say                
is another solitary pastime. I have recently celebrated a birthday    
and I had dreamt of one day fishing on the Test in Hampshire, I had 
mentioned this to my partner that I would be happy to just walk 
along the river, unbeknown to me she had booked a short break               
in Stockbridge where the river Test runs through the town. When we 
arrived I asked the owner of the air B and B if there was any day 
fishing in the village – no chance! Never mind - it was worth asking 
I thought.  
 
We found a local watering hole for lunch, by chance the pub garden 
went down to the river, with trout the size you dream of swimming 
up and down in gin clear water. I said I’m going to ask in the                 
pub if there is any fishing nearby. By chance I asked the landlord... 
with the expression on he’s face I had no chance. He said leave me 
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your number and I’ll find out. We left the pub and within the               
hour he rang, “I’ve got you a days fishing tomorrow if you want it”,  
tomorrow being my birthday. 
 
The next day I was so nervous, not knowing what I was going to find, 
better not knowing what to expect, was I going to be good enough.   
Why did I worry? I could not have met a nicer bunch of down                  
to earth chaps along with their wives and girlfriends. They made              
me feel at home instantly so mush so that I have been invited                 
back  next  year. 
 
To conclude, to come close to experiencing that feeling of the                 
‘Band of Brothers’ we first have to be fortunate enough to                        
discover true friends with the same compassionate feelings for                     
the activity you enjoy doing together. For me I have been so                       
lucky to have found that quality of friends that have given me                
that  experience  for  over  sixty  years.   
 
 

Gary Bourne 
 

Marshal of the Medieval Society  

 

 

 

 

 

Pictured right: 

“The remarkable Mark Stretton,                                         

Guinness World Record holder for                                             

most powerful Archer in the world                                                 

(200lbs at 32 inches).” 



 www.shirearchery.co.uk 

 

THE WOODTHE WOODTHE WOOD---BURR WORKSHOPBURR WORKSHOPBURR WORKSHOP   
 

 

 

 

Handmade and bespoke traditional archery 

products and equipment 

Visit https://www.thewoodburrworkshop.co.uk/  

or email:- nate@thewoodburrworkshop.co.uk 

your number and I’ll find out. We left the pub and within the               

Why did I worry? I could not have met a nicer bunch of down                  
to earth chaps along with their wives and girlfriends. They made              
me feel at home instantly so mush so that I have been invited                 

To conclude, to come close to experiencing that feeling of the                 
‘Band of Brothers’ we first have to be fortunate enough to                        
discover true friends with the same compassionate feelings for                     
the activity you enjoy doing together. For me I have been so                       
lucky to have found that quality of friends that have given me                



 

“The story of   “The story of   

Robin Hood and          Robin Hood and          

his Merrie Men.”his Merrie Men.”  
  

  

  

  

  

  

Columbia Pictures (1965) ,USA.Columbia Pictures (1965) ,USA.  
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   Carol Archery  
was 40 Years old on 8th August. 

Can’t believe it…40 years (but I’m still only 21)!  

 

Lessons and arrow matching are now back in full swing…BUT…PLEASE,                                 
book before turning up as I’m really busy. 

 

Of course, I’m still doing mail order for those who know what they need. 
 

And if you don’t, book a time to visit and get lots of advice and a cuppa! 
 

ARROW MATCHING 
It really isn’t possible to sort your arrows over the phone or 
by email… so do book yourself an arrow matching session at 

my workshop. 
 

One thing though… PLEASE, do NOT buy a bow that is too                  
heavy for you… or you will injure yourself and arrow                             

matching is just not possible. 
 

I have arrows in 1/4, 9/32, 5/16 and 11/32 with most point 
weights, made up for you to try. 

 
 
 

 
Now I’m open again, book yourself a              

session and see the difference it                     
makes to your shooting skills. 

 
Arrow Matching, £35.  

 
or book an hour’s help with your                  

shooting, £49. 
 
 

My Carols Tri-Jig will help you make  
                our own arrows really easily! 

 
                                  Standard length £74    Long length £84 

 
 

I also make leather ‘stuff’, including quivers and armguards,                                                                   
pouches and belts, plus handbags and shoulder bags. 

 

Craft Cottage, Bookham Lodge Stud, Cobham Road, Stoke D’Abernon, Surrey, KT11 3QG 
 
 

Carolarchery.com     +44(0)1932 865181   07957 276892      carolsarchery@gmail.com 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The National Association of Disabled Archers exists as a support  network for all                  

archers in the UK (and those abroad who have little support) with disabilities and               

chronic conditions, and those who support us. Together, we promote and support               

inclusivity across all archery styles, disciplines and UK organisations.  

 

In recent months, we have been able to pass on various donated items of archery              

equipment to disabled archers and archery clubs with disabled members.   

 

There is no charge for membership; simply join our Facebook group to meet new friends, 

to find advice, support and understanding and to discuss all things archery. 
    

Find us on Facebook: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1357070194424652/ 
 

Follow us on Instagram:  https://www.instagram.com/nadisabledarchers/ 
 

If you’re not on social media, feel free to drop us an email:  

nadisabledarchers@virginmedia.com 
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The National Association of Disabled Archers exists as a support  network for all                  

archers in the UK (and those abroad who have little support) with disabilities and               

chronic conditions, and those who support us. Together, we promote and support               

In recent months, we have been able to pass on various donated items of archery              

www.ds-archery.com 



 

http://www.wiac2021.co.uk/ 
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World Indoor Field Archery Championships (WIAC) 2023  
 

 
What is it?  
 

The English Field Archery Association (EFAA) will be hosting WIAC 2023 at Medway Park in                           

Gillingham, Kent on the 13th – 18th February 2023. This international tournament will consist of                

an opening ceremony, 3 shooting days, a rest day and a closing ceremony to incorporate a meal               

and results ceremony. The 3 rounds include 2 IFAA indoor rounds (60 arrows at 20 yards) and an            

indoor flint round (56 arrows shot from 20 feet to 30 yards).  

This is a special opportunity to participate at an event of this scale and magnitude. The last time the 

EFAA hosted a world championships was back in 1994.  
 

Who can enter? 
  

Any member of the International Field Archery Association (IFAA) can enter this competition. You do 

not have to be selected by a national association to enter. To be a member of IFAA, you should join 

your home association. The associations in the British Isles include:  

English Field Archery Association - https://efaafieldarcher.com/  

Welsh Field Archery Association - https://www.fieldarchery.wales/  

Scottish Field Archery Championships - https://www.sfaa-ltd.com/  

Northern Ireland Field Archery Association - http://www.nifaa.co.uk/  

Irish Field Archery Association - https://fieldarchery.ie/  

See the relevant association for more information regarding joining.  
 

Qualification  
 

There is no minimum qualification score to enter this competition. It is advisable to have shot a paa 

or flint round before the event.  

Please see the competition website to enter this event: http://www.wiac2021.co.uk/  

The entry costs are as follows:  

 

 

Divisions and Styles  
Please see the IFAA rule book for more information regarding age divisions and bow styles.  
https://www.ifaa-archery.org/index.php/documents/rules/ifaa-book-of-rules  
  
And Finally...  

this is a fantastic opportunity to become a world champion! We would love to see you all there.  

  Adults, Veterans, Seniors Juniors, Cubs 

01/06/22 - 31/08/22 £130 £110 

01/09/22 - 30/12/22 £140 £120 
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https://fairbowusa.com/ 



 

CLUB Crossbows Dogs 

Pines Park Archers 
No - sorry, due to landowner 
restrictions. YES - on leads & with owners at all times please. 

Rednex YES NO 
Stonebow Field Archers NO - sorry. NO - sorry. 
Kings Lynn FA YES YES 
Ye Olde Delph Bowmen YES YES 
Delamere Field Archers NO YES, with well-behaved owners! 
Paget de Vesey YES YES 
Black Arrow FAC YES YES 
Ashcombe Valley Archers YES YES 
Spirit of Sherwood YES YES 
Cheshire Oak Bowmen YES NO 

Westcombe Archers YES 
YES - with advance notification, on leads & with owners at 
all times please. 

Archers of Dolphinholme YES YES 
Longbow Heritage YES YES 
Pennington Archers YES YES 
Redgauntlet Archers YES YES 
Forest Spirit Archers (near 
Cluny in Fife) NO YES 
Auld Kirk Bowmen YES YES 
Redoubtables Archery YES NO 
Toad Hollow Archers YES YES - on leads at all times please. 
Oakwood Bowmen NO - sorry. No - sorry. 
Butsfield Bowmen YES YES 
Druids Field Archers YES YES - on leads please. 
Lakeland Field Archers  YES YES 
Brixham Archers  NO NO 
Aurora FAC YES YES 
Black Sheep Archers YES YES 
Artemis Archers YES YES 
Centaura Bowmen YES YES 
Hanson Bowmen  YES YES 
Long Eaton Field Archers YES YES 
South Hams Field Archers YES YES 

Pentref Bowmen NO 
We have a no dogs on the course policy however, archers are welcome to bring 
their pets but they must be left in their vehicles while the shoot is in progress. 

Birkhill FAC (near Wormit, 
Fife, Scotland) Sorry, it's a NO. YES - well behaved dogs on leads at all times please. 
Riggwelter Field Archers NO YES - but on a lead. 
Regent Archers NO YES 
Avalon Archers YES NO - unfortunately the land owner does not accept dogs. 

 

 
 

FAN UK’s Club List FAN UK’s Club List --    
“Dogs & Crossbows”!“Dogs & Crossbows”!  
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If you would like to be included in the list then just let me know.  
 
Please include your Club Name and a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ regarding Dogs and a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ re-
garding Crossbows at your shoots. 
  
 
You can contact me in the following ways:- 
 
1. Email me at fieldarcherynewsukmagazine@gmail.com  
 
2. Contact me via the FAN UK website at http://fieldarcherynewsuk.wixsite.com/fanuk   
 
3. Send me a Private Message via the FAN UK Facebook page https://
www.facebook.com/FieldArcheryNewsUK/ . 
 
 
 

Thank you to all clubs that have let me know so far, Hels.Thank you to all clubs that have let me know so far, Hels.Thank you to all clubs that have let me know so far, Hels.   
   
   

* Current list updated 16th October 2022 
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~  F O R  T H E  L O V E  O F  F I E L D  A R C H E R Y  ~ 


